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⑭the mafolds
Recall that a topological manifold M ofdiman is a

· Hausdorff,

· second countable,

· locally Endidian ofdimn n
Pa
#

space. In particular, UpeM 5%:U ->i ↑

all open
open i 1RM

Call (4,4) a coordinate charton M.

The map Y is a local coordinate mapwith componentfunctions
(x,..., x-), i.e. P(m) =(x(m), x" (m), ..., x"(m))e CTE1R".



&Can we do calculus on topological manifolds?
Ant!

el Mightlike to
say fis differentiable

when all
maps
i -> U=M+1

i arr differentiable."
"

Issue can composes w/④

-

Solution ↑hiphis,thatentro
3)Makechartsfarfree
(2) Demand smooth compatibility of charts.



x

=yyy, ..2 Charts (4,4), (5,4) are⑧ smoothly compatible when

3 I the transition may
404": flunv) -> HunV)
isa diomorphism:
smooth dijuctionwithstepmomitingmouth me.equivalently, 404-

is smooth with nonsingular
partial derivatives Jacobian ateach point.
of all orders



An as for M is a collection of charts whose domains cover M.

An atlas itisa smooth as ifany
two charts in it

are smoothly compatible.
Note suffices to check that 4.4" is smooth f(U,4), (v,4)est.

Asmooth atlaston M is maximal when o=it for some

other smooth atlasiton M => it=i'.

Den Asmooth structure on a topological manifold M is

a maximal smooth atlas. Asmooth manifold is a pair
(m, c) with M a top' mfld and ita smooth structure on Mr



es. Sountoplmfldshareasmoothstructures
Pop LetM be a top ( fld.
(a) Every smooth atlas itfor M is contained in a

unique
maximal smooth atlas - thesmooth structure
determined byI.

Ex.
(b) Two smooth atlases for in determine the same smooth

structure iftheir union is a smooth atlas.

#(a) LetI =Schartssmoothly compatible every chartincts
Wis iis a smooth atlas. This suffices as HEB:a max's

②

smooth atlas => BSE=> B =H.



For(U,4), (,4) ec, must prove 404":yunvl -> funv)

is smooth.Take x
=x(p) <Y(UnV) arbitrary. Since itisan

atlas, JIN,0lGn s.t. peW. By defen ofit,

000" and 48" are smooth.

·:]
↳thewait

4.p
- 1



Since peUnVeW, 44" =(48"((8y") is smooth on a nbled ofx.

Thus to" is smooth on a nobled ofeach pointofenv
=>Iis a smooth atlas.

Eg. 10) The smooth structure determined by the atlas

scanidgn) on 1 is the standard smooth

structure on IM.

x) 4:R definesa smooth structure on
xrt x3

distinctfrom the standard smooth structure:hSotOy
Yulia.r.zy"notsmouthto

tory" smooth



(2) Reall man matricus IR** have a smooth structure

=e -> (x,..., x-)eReedetermined by ( ↑ I
xml,m2...ymn

Similarly geta smooth structure on C** =((42)mxn.

(3) For USM open, may
restrictcharts on in to get

a smooth structure on U.

(7) The general linear group GLu (() = cut" (R-0)

= Dux is open
(b)def: Aznan-Heis its

so has an induced smooth structure.



(5) UCH open,
fill-R* smooth then

(f) ==5(u,f(u) / u=U) =U xR isa top'anfld
and smooth structure is induced by projection.
(f) ? UxRb(u,x)

4/1 + I
U

16) S"<ppn+ has a smooth atlas given by hemispheres
(- Iand projection:

(:*,
1oavi

↓

(x
+yz) =2x,zy) I Vxz

smooth on

(0,1) W



17) (level sets) UCR" open, F.U-A smooth.

For
any stl,

EY(c) is a festof E. FixctR,
setM = =E*S23 and

suppose DETa):wa), ..., 8(a)) 0
foreach atM. Thus 5ict.2calo for each a

so by the implicit function theorem 5
open
1 = U containing

a st. Macis the graph ofan egoofthe form
xi =f(x,..., x,..., xy) .

Comit x"input
Use the MrU0 sets w/ prijn onto i =RVto give M
a
smooth structure. (Just like SY)



(8) (RP2) The standard charts for RP" are

(Ui =9(x8, ..., x2]/xi 70), 4::H: -R"
(x) r- 5(x,,..., x,...,x)).

On UinU; we have

gj0y,"(x, ..., x) =G(x, ..., x5+,x5
+

,...,xi
-

1,1,x,..., x")

whichis a differ 4 (Hinly) +Y;(Hinc).
11 17

RV - (xi =0) R
"

-x i =0)

19) Products ofsmooth iflds have smooth structures
induced by productsofcharts.



(10) (Grassmannians
#ma (smooth mild chart lemman) M a set,

SUalc subsets ofM with 4: Ua-Rs.t.

(i) Ws, Y is a big outs YalUc)EIR" open
(ii) Fa,p, YaCUanU), P(UanU] are Herrmann Grassmann

open
in R (1809 - 1877)

(ii) If UanUpto, then 8oYa": Ya(UseU) +YCUanUp)
is smooth

(iv) countably many of the la cover M

1) ForpAgGM, either 5UaGp, g or FUa, Up disjointunique
with ptUs, 965. Then M is a smooth Ef

if (d v) chartsYx- p.22



Letbe an undial real vector space.
For Orkin, let

Gp(V):=<PIV/Pk-dim(linear subspace ofVS.
Note Gbsn:=Gy ((R2), G,n+s

=RIP".

Kaim We can give Gb (v) the structure ofa link)-dimb

smooth mfld.

For Q <V of dimn nk, define UQ:=(P-G(V)/PnQ =0).
These will form our coordinateabluds.

IfV =P*Q, the graph ofany linear map X:P-Q
dimk nak

can be identified with T(x) =(r+ Xv/vep3<Gm(V)
and we have T(x)1Q = 0.



conversely, ifS+Gn(V) has SnQ=0, then

xplsisEp => X=(52(s)0(Tp(s)*: 4-Q linear

with i(x) =5.

Write I(P,Q) forthe vector space oflinear maps P-G.
Now have T:2(P,Q) ->URwhich is bijective.
Define 4:5":Uaij 2(P,Q)

=pq(n-klxh =(R
k(n -k)

*

varifying (i) of Hamman
More work for other properties - see pp. 23-24.


